
                           

This is what Kate, 

Meghan and Prince Harry 

will look like in their 60s 
 

 

 
 



A groundbreaking new technology has given us a glimpse of how some of the 

best known celebs are going to age. 

The new facial mapping technology which shows scientifically how we will 

age years into the future.  

The pioneering Future Face software has been used to illustrate how the 

44-year-old supermodel Kate Moss will look just prior to turning 70 in January 

2044. 

Similarly, the Duchess of Cambridge, 36, and Meghan Markle, 37, have been 

pictured in their early 60s showing how they will age over 25 years. 
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Dr De Silva said: “It is very good news for Meghan Markle whose genes, olive complexion and terrific 

lifestyle choices suggest she will age the best.” 

And the same technology also been applied to Prince Harry, 33, pop star Harry 

Styles, 24, and the England soccer captain Harry Kane, 25, who are all shown 

35 years from now. 

The software uses complex computer face mapping algorithms created by 

the Harley Street facial cosmetic surgeon Dr Julian De Silva which can track 

subtle changes in the human face over five, ten, 20 years or even longer. 
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“The Duchess of Cambridge is also ageing very gracefully, but the years ahead may take a great toll on 

other celebrities such as Kate Moss who is expected to pay the price for years of partying in her 20s and 30s 

and her smoking habit. 

https://cdn.evoke.ie/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/04130358/Meghan-Markle-before-and-after-facial-ageing.jpg
https://cdn.evoke.ie/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/04130413/Duchess-of-Cambridge-before-and-after-facial-ageing.jpg


Dr De Silva uses pictures of patients which are super-imposed over each 

other. 

The software picks up on key signs of ageing such as sagging skin around the 

eyes and predicts how much the face will change in the following years. 
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The software shows that Prince Harry will begin to look increasingly like his father Prince Charles in 35 years 

when he will be 68 and approaching old age. 

Dr De Silva said: ‘This new facial mapping technology allows us to look 

scientifically into the future and see exactly how a person will age. 

https://cdn.evoke.ie/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/04130408/Prince-Harry-before-and-after-facial-ageing.jpg


‘Meghan Markle comes out best from the Future Face algorithm. Her genes, 

olive complexion and terrific lifestyle choices suggest she will age the best of 

the well-known people we tested. 
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Here’s how Kate Moss will look as a pensioner according new facial mapping technology which shows 

scientifically how we will age years into the future. 

‘The Duchess of Cambridge is also ageing very gracefully, but the years ahead 

may take a great toll on other celebrities such as Kate Moss who is expected 

to pay the price for years of partying in her 20s and 30s and her smoking 

habit. 

https://cdn.evoke.ie/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/04130353/Kate-Moss-before-and-after-facial-ageing.jpg


‘The software shows that Prince Harry will begin to look increasingly like his 

father Prince Charles in 35 years when he will be 68 and approaching old age. 
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Years of touring and late nights might slightly speed up the ageing process for a pop star like Harry Styles, 

who is shown how he will look at 59 in 35 years. 

‘Years of touring and late nights might slightly speed up the ageing process 

for a pop star like Harry Styles, who is shown how he will look at 59 in 35 

years. 

‘Harry Kane has an excellent diet and is incredibly fit and healthy, but he will 

age similarly to Harry Styles because footballers spend so much time outside 

in the sunlight.’ 

https://cdn.evoke.ie/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/04130348/Harry-Styles-before-and-after-facial-ageing.jpg


Dr De Silva developed the Future Face technology to help show patients how 

they will look in years to come so that appropriate surgery can be planned. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


